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If the judge does not write a specific departure explanation,
the Commission will accept the following as the reason for departure
for the purposes of its own analysis:

Check Plea Agreement,
Plea and Recommendation,
or Oral Sentence
Recommendation box

Check Jury Trial box

Check Detention or Diversion
Center box
Specify DJJ
commitment

Write reason in space provided
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Information Requested by General Assembly

For a number of years,
the General Assembly
has requested a
sentencing guidelines
report for judges up for
re-appointment.
A report like this one is
generated for each such
judge.
This year, for the first time,
the Commission received a
request from a legislator
for the percentage of
missing departure reasons
for each active circuit court
judge.

The percentage of missing departure reasons
has declined overall since 2011.
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Information Requested by General Assembly

After the report was
submitted to the General
Assembly, a letter was sent
from the Commission’s
Chair to judges whose
percentage of missing
departures reasons were
well above the statewide
average for FY2017.
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Ongoing Commission Activities Related to
Guidelines Departure Reasons


Commission is stressing the importance of
departure reasons in pre-bench training and at
judicial conferences.



Commission is sending guidelines forms for certain
cases back to the judge if no departure reason can
be discerned.

‒ This is currently done for cases that must
be reported to the Virginia Child Protection
Accountability System (§ 63.2-1530) and,
since 2017, cases involving modification of
a jury sentence (§ 19.2-295).


When fully developed, the Commission’s webbased guidelines application will prompt the judge
whenever a departure reason is needed.
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Options for the Commission’s Consideration

1.

Staff could start returning all guidelines forms
submitted without a departure reason to the
sentencing judge or notify judge via e-mail in
such cases.

2.

Staff could accept departure reasons for guidelines
previously submitted by the clerk.

‒ FY2017 and FY2018
3.

Staff could revise the guidelines cover sheet to
facilitate the judge’s use of check boxes for
indicating departure reasons.
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Options for the Commission’s Consideration

4.

Staff could attempt additional steps to verify the name of
the sentencing judge recorded on the guidelines form.

‒ Sometimes, the judge indicated on the front of the
guidelines cover sheet is not the judge who
ultimately sentences the offender.

‒ Staff make every effort to identify the sentencing
judge based on his/her signature; however, judges
do not always sign the guidelines form.

‒ To address this, staff could request additional data
from the Circuit Court Case Management System
(CMS) that includes judge identifier and attempt to
match it to sentencing guidelines data.
Judges who use the SWIFT application to review the
guidelines, record the sentence, and enter departure
reasons will sign the form with an electronic signature
code, which will eliminate errors of this kind.
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Options for Modified Guidelines Cover Sheet
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